
For faster results, use it 2-4 hours per

day and change your BionicGym

programs every 2-3 days.

Glucose Gobblers and Less Cardio, More

Discreet are two favorites for increasing

calorie and sugar burn.

 

Do this for faster results

For even better results, do a session

after the last evening meal. This allows

your body to burn extra sugar before

you go to sleep. It can support your

low carb or keto diet.

Weight loss = diet + exercise. We can

be your exercise.

 

Pro weight loss tip

BionicGym Training

Plans
Unlock fitness progress now

Show me success stories

Training Plan 1: "I want to lose
weight..."

Train with BionicGym for 60 minutes, 5X per

week.

Start with the Beginner Programs and

increase the intensity both during sessions

and from one workout to the next.

 

Questions? Contact hello@bionicgym.com

https://bionicgym.com/
https://bionicgym.com/pages/bionicgym-reviews-testimonials
mailto:hello@bionicgym.com


Increase the intensity during sessions

and from one workout to the next. This

will help you raise your heart rate and

sweat..

 

Do this for faster results

For the best and fastest results, use the

PRO Zones and PRO+HIIT workouts for

up to 2 hours per session.

 

Pro cardio tip

Show me success stories

Training Plan 2: "I want heart healthy
exercise..."

Train with BionicGym 60 minutes, 3X per

week.

Use Twinkle Toes PRO while standing for

good cardio.

 

Questions? Contact hello@bionicgym.com

https://bionicgym.com/pages/bionicgym-reviews-testimonials
mailto:hello@bionicgym.com


For best results in endurance sports, do 2-4

hours of BionicGym training per session and

focus on the PRO Zones.

For best results in explosive sports (such as

football, soccer, basketball), focus on

intense PRO+HIIT workouts that make your

muscles “burn.”

For best results to become lean in

bodybuilding while preserving muscle, a

low carb diet combined with long duration

Glucose Gobblers sessions is our

recommendation.

You can use BionicGym as a warmup for

your chosen sport. Go up to high intensity

for 5-10 minutes one hour before your

competition or workout. This may allow

you to work or compete harder while

having the effort feel easier.

Pro performance tips

Show me success stories

 Use the PRO+HIIT workouts to make

your muscles “burn”. This improves your

ability to tolerate lactic acid.

Use the PRO Zones workouts to raise

your heart rate for competitive cardio

sports like running.

 

Do this for faster results

Training Plan 3: "I want to improve
my athletic performance..."

Supplement your regular training with

BionicGym 3-5X per week for 1-2 hours per

session.

Do your peak sessions while standing.

 

Questions? Contact hello@bionicgym.com

https://bionicgym.com/pages/bionicgym-reviews-testimonials
mailto:hello@bionicgym.com


Show me success stories

"How long until I'm able to sweat and raise my
heart rate with BionicGym?"

Some people are able to sweat and raise their heart

rates within the very first couple sessions.

Nearly everyone else gets there within 2-3 weeks.

 

 

If you want to succeed with BionicGym, you

need to use it regularly. 

And you need to increase the intensity during

sessions and from one workout to the next.

Unlock fitness progress

The key to being able to sweat and

raise your heart rate is being

CONSISTENT. 

Want fast results?

Questions? Contact hello@bionicgym.com

https://bionicgym.com/pages/bionicgym-reviews-testimonials
mailto:hello@bionicgym.com

